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Abstract: With the rapid development of network and related technologies and the 

continuous expansion of application fields, distributed systems have become the main 

choice for building network applications. This paper aims at the research and application of 

the distributed computing test model and framework based on MapReduce. This paper 

firstly proposes a performance testing method based on decision tree in cloud environment. 

The method is based on the decision tree model, and uses the test resources in the cloud 

environment to describe the test case generation, test script execution and performance 

bottleneck location in the performance test process in detail; by dividing and selecting the 

test case set, it can effectively reduce number of performance tests. Secondly, in view of the 

insufficient scalability of the performance test loop under the traditional test platform, this 

paper builds a cloud computing-based distribution system based on the open source cloud 

computing platform CloudStack, the performance testing tool LoadRunner, the Web 

lightweight development framework SSH, and the JavaScript library JQuery. The prototype 

system of the system performance test platform realizes the automatic configuration and 

dynamic expansion of the performance test environment in the cloud environment. The test 

platform mainly includes functions such as test task submission, virtual machine image 

matching, test environment automatic configuration, test task distribution and scheduling, 

cloud platform resource scheduling, and test result return. Experiments show that the 

algorithm in this paper effectively reduces the execution time by about 20%, and improves 

the system resource utilization by about 20%. 

1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of network and related technologies and the expansion of 

application fields, distributed systems have become the first choice for building network 

applications. At the same time, current distribution systems are mostly written in speech-based 

languages, and the size of distribution software has increased significantly since the integration of 
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distribution systems and speech-based technologies. But currently distributed system operations are 

difficult or sometimes impossible to correctly identify software problems, especially in 

communication and collaboration. If it is a test operation, concurrent operation, etc., the problem is 

more obvious. Therefore, it is necessary to study and design a test model and an effective test 

method suitable for the power distribution system according to the different characteristics of the 

current power distribution system and combined with the test technology [1-2]. 

In the research and application of the distributed computing test model and framework based on 

MapReduce, many scholars have studied it and achieved good results. For example, Yan Q 

discussed some problems of power distribution system components, and proposed a General 

distribution system test methods and related test standards. Fixed some issues in component testing 

[3]. Queiroz W designed a general MapReduce-based ETL process, and carefully studied and 

optimized the overall structure, size and actual load of the ETL process unit. However, the 

framework is not flexible enough to handle different data sources and cannot automate relational 

data automatically [4]. 

This paper firstly proposes a performance testing method based on decision tree in cloud 

environment. The method is based on the decision tree model, and uses the test resources in the 

cloud environment to describe the test case generation, test script execution and performance 

bottleneck location in the performance test process in detail; by dividing and selecting the test case 

set, it can effectively reduce number of performance tests. Secondly, in view of the insufficient 

scalability of the performance test loop under the traditional test platform, this paper builds a cloud 

computing-based distribution system based on the open source cloud computing platform 

CloudStack, the performance testing tool LoadRunner, the Web lightweight development 

framework SSH, and the JavaScript library JQuery. The prototype system of the system 

performance test platform realizes the automatic configuration and dynamic expansion of the 

performance test environment in the cloud environment. The test platform mainly includes 

functions such as test task submission, virtual machine image matching, test environment automatic 

configuration, test task distribution and scheduling, cloud platform resource scheduling, and test 

result return. 

2. Research and Application of Distributed Computing Test Model and Framework Based on 

MapReduce 

2.1. MapReduce Job Scheduling 

When users use the MapReduce framework to process data, they will write corresponding 

MapReduce applications, each MapReduce application is regarded as a job, and users can use 

MapReduce to process different jobs. Common job types are batch jobs, interactive jobs, and 

productive jobs. Applications such as data mining and machine learning are common batch jobs. 

Such jobs do not have high requirements for completion time, so they often have a long execution 

cycle. However, interactive jobs such as instant query jobs require relatively high time, and such 

jobs need to get response results within a short period of time[5-6]. Productive jobs are jobs that 

have certain requirements on system resources such as memory or CPU. Statistics jobs are common 

productive jobs. Job scheduling refers to the rational allocation of tasks according to the 

information of the job control block. Job scheduling is determined by the scheduling controller, so 

the choice of job scheduling algorithm has an important impact on the execution efficiency of the 

job. Hadoop's own schedulers include FIFO scheduler, Fair Scheduler, and Capacity Scheduler 

[7-8]. 
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The algorithm of the FIFO scheduler cannot make full use of existing resources and is relatively 

simple, so it cannot meet the diverse needs of enterprises. The fair scheduler and the computing 

power scheduler are multi-user schedulers. In a Hadoop cluster, there are usually situations where 

multiple users share a cluster to run various jobs[13-14]. Therefore, the fair scheduler and the 

computing power scheduler can try to meet the requirements of as many as possible. In the user 

environment, the resource requirements of various jobs. Later, many scholars have done a lot of 

research on scheduling algorithms. Many schedulers have been developed to meet the diverse needs 

of users, such as dynamic priority scheduling, delay scheduling, deadline-constrained scheduling, 

CHC-based genetic scheduling, resource prefetch-based scheduling and other algorithms. The 

internal organizational structure of different job schedulers is basically similar, mainly including 

configuration file loading module (loading configuration file information into memory), job 

monitoring module (registering job listeners to JobTracker at startup), status update module 

(updating queue and job information) ) and the scheduling module (choose the appropriate task for 

the TaskTracker)[9-10]. 

2.2. V Model 

The V model is evolved on the basis of the rapid application development model, and can also be 

regarded as a variant of the waterfall model. Therefore, it has some characteristics of the waterfall 

model. Its model view is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. V model test process 

Viewed from the horizontal direction, the left is the process of software design and 

implementation; the right is the verification of the results on the left, which is the dynamic testing 

process. From a vertical perspective, the more you go to the bottom, the more white-box testing 
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methods, the middle part is the combination of white-box and black-box, that is, gray-box testing, 

and in the user-facing acceptance stage, it is black-box testing. 

In view of the limitations of the V model, the V model can be improved. Static tests can be added 

to the left part of the V model, that is, in the process of software design and implementation. While 

doing requirements analysis and product function design, testers can review various analyses. and 

design results, including a review of coding [11-12]. 

2.3. Algorithm Selection 

Based on the ID3 algorithm, this paper introduces a set of pruning conditions in the decision tree 

construction process, adopts the first pruning strategy, terminates those nodes that do not meet the 

predetermined threshold for further expansion, and divides the test case set to reduce the final result. 

The size of the decision tree is generated to effectively reduce the number of test case designs 

required during performance testing. 

Let the data set S be divided into S1, …, Sv, and total v subsets according to v different attribute 

values of attribute A, and S should divide the information gain calculation formula such as formula 

(1) [13-14]. 

  ),()(,Gain ASInfoSInfoAS                        (1) 

Among them, Info(S) represents the information entropy of the data set S, assuming that there 

are m categories in S, the calculation formula is as formula (2)[15-16]: 

 i21
log)( ppSInfo

m

i i                          
(2) 

3. Research and Application Design Experiment of Distributed Computing Test Model and 

Framework based on MapReduce 

3.1. Test Methods in the Distributed System Test Model 

The distributed system test model has the characteristics of comprehensiveness, agility and 

persistence, and the specific manifestations of these characteristics depend on the specific test 

methods used. Various test methods themselves have not been changed in the model, but are used 

flexibly according to the needs of distributed system testing. Therefore, the test methods used in the 

distributed system test model have the characteristics of diversification, close integration, 

independent coexistence and mutual coexistence. Features such as automation[17-19]. 

3.2. Experimental Design 

This paper firstly compares the processing execution time of the system in this paper before and 

after using MOAP for the same data set, to highlight the superiority of the system in this paper. 

4. Experimental Analysis of Distributed Computing Test Model and Framework based on 

MapReduce 

4.1. Execution Time 

This experiment compares the time to perform the ETL process with and without the MOAP 
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approach for Type-1 SCDs, both for initial loading and incremental loading in a data warehouse. 

The experimental data are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The Type 1 gradient dimension (Type-1 SCDs) compares the time of the execution of ETL 

procedures when using the MOAP method and without the MOAP method 

 40 80 120 160 200 240 

SCDS 

increment 
52 75 89 100 110 120 

SCDS 

Increments 

(MOAP) 

47 51 72 81 90 96 

SCDS 

initialise 
40 60 80 90 100 110 

SCDS 

Initialization 

(MOAP) 

30 40 50 70 80 90 

 

 

Figure 2. Time comparison before and after using MOAP 

As can be seen from Figure 2, when processing the gradient dimension data of type 1, using the 

MOAP algorithm, the execution time is reduced when the data is initially loaded and incrementally 

loaded. Among them, when initializing data, the time is shortened by about 24%, and when 
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processing incremental data, the time is shortened by about 20%. 

4.2. Comparative Analysis of Resource Utilization 

Comparative analysis of resource utilization. Through the test experiment, the CPU and memory 

utilization of the load virtual machine before and after the performance test method based on the 

MapReduce model was applied to the cloud performance test platform. Expand the scale of the 

initial test case design, and design a total of 500 test case data as the initial input field of the system 

under test. Under the cloud test platform, the resource utilization of virtual machine instances is 

recorded every minute. The experimental data are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Resource utilization comparison 

 60 120 180 240 300 

Post 

applicationem 
27 37 40 38 35 

Before the 

application 
27 42 47 51 46 

 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of the system CPU resource utilization before and after the system 

application 

The results in Figure 3 show that after the performance testing method based on the MapReduce 

model is applied to the cloud test platform, the CPU and memory utilization of virtual machine 
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instances in the cloud test platform are significantly reduced, and the utilization efficiency of 

corresponding resources is improved. 

5. Conclusion 

The model is based on theoretical development, including static testing in the requirements 

analysis stage before the theoretical development and acceptance testing and feature testing after the 

iterative development stage. Aiming at the weakness of non-distributed unit testing methods of 

distributed systems, a unit testing method suitable for distributed systems is proposed, which can 

compare the functional areas of distributed systems and test the input of code units under 

corresponding commands. Make actionable visualization calls for testing. Coupled with the high 

implementation cost of distributed system testing, the distributed system testing process is 

determined, the test case and test code are separated, and the test performance of some distributed 

systems is improved. This paper discusses automated system testing, and takes the application of 

MapReduce-based testing tools in distributed systems as an example to analyze and study the 

characteristics of automated testing tools for distributed systems in order to distribute the most 

effective tests. System test models and procedures. 
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